EUROPAN 11 RESULTS

GLOBAL RESULTS EUROPAN 11

17 COUNTRIES
49 SITES
1826 ENTRIES
325 PRESELECTED PROJECTS
95 WINNING TEAMS: 41 WINNERS AND 54 RUNNERS-UP
54 HONORABLE MENTIONS

Extract of rules of EUROPAN competition

4.1.3. How the juries work
Jury decisions are final subject to compliance with Europan rules.
The jury meets in two separate sessions at different times.
- At the first session, it shortlists between 10 and 20% of the projects entered.
- At the second session, it examines all these projects and chooses the winners, runners-up and entries for honorable mention.

Each entry is judged on its merits alone and the winning teams (listing 1: winners and runners-up) are not chosen on the basis of an equal distribution between sites. The jury can distribute prizes among entries up to his will and can decide not to award all the prizes. In this case, the reasons will be made public.
Winners will receive prize money amounting to the equivalent of €12,000.
Runners-up will receive prize money amounting to the equivalent of €6,000.

The jury may single out projects for honorable mention (listing 2: honorable mentions).
Projects singled out for honorable mention are recognised by the jury as containing interesting ideas or insights, even if not sufficiently suitable for the site to be awarded winning or runner-up status. The authors of projects that are given an honorable mention do not receive prize money.

1 - LIST OF WINNERS AND RUNNERS-UP

BELGIQUE/BELGIË/BELGIEN: 1 W + 2 RU

**MARCHE-EN-FAMENNE**
**Winner**
**SV751 – THE SPACE OF ENCOUNTERS**
Anca Diana Popescu (RO), Sorin Vladimir Popescu (RO) architects
Calea Floreasca, No. 68A, sector 1
14463 Bucharest, Romania
T. +40 740383916
atelierform@gmail.com

**SAMBREVILLE**
**Runner-up**
**BF780 – QCM**
Benoit Coulondres (FR), Florence Gaudin (FR) architects
11 Rue de Thionville
75019 Paris, France
T. +33 195347338
e11bcfg@gmail.com
LEEWARDEN
Winner
JC514 – nieuwaTERGArden (new water garden)
Francisco Javier Castellano Pulido (ES), Tomás García Píriz (ES), Luis Miguel Ruiz Avilés (ES), Paloma Baquero Masats (ES), Juan Antonio Serrano García (ES) architects
Contributors: Cristóbal Adrián García Almeida (ES), Jose Enrique Iniesta Molina (ES), Alejandro Pedro López Fernandez (ES), Alejandro Carlos Galindo Duran (ES) architects
C/ Buensuceso, 40 Local 4
18002 Granada, Spain
T. +34 958992334
cuac.arquitectura@gmail.com

Runner-up
FB197 – Floating blocks
Alina Lippiello (IT), Leonardo Zuccaro Marchi (IT) architects
Contributors: Filippo Zordan (IT), Fabio De Chiechi (IT) students in architecture, Annalisa Romani (IT), Pierre Bertrand Guyot de la Hardrouyere (FR) landscape architects, Fausto Cuzzocrea (IT), Manuele Mossoni (IT) students in architecture, Vesna Marković (XS) architect
Via Nazareth 4
35128 Padova, Italy
leonardozuccaro@yahoo.it

NORGE: 1 W + 4 RU

HAUGESUND
Runner-up
BI110 – Hip-Hubs
Marta Granda Nistal (ES), Gonzalo Coello de Portugal (ES) architects
Contributor: Ana Moriyon (ES) student in architecture
Binom Architects Unit 3.1 2-6 Northburgh St
EC1V 0AY London, United Kingdom
T. +44 2032170025
marta.g@binom.co.uk

Runner-up
FM007 – Flotmyr er tilbake på postkortet
Anett Grønnern Olsen (NO) Engel Zepernick Katja (DK) architects urbanists, Andersen Merete Kinnerup (DK), Hansen Jonas Roar (DK) architects
Backersvej 8, 1 sal
2300 Copenhagen S, Denmark
T. +45 25711844
aolsen2602@hotmail.com

OSLO
Winner
VW139 - THE GARDENS OF GRØNMO
Silke Volkert (DE), Magnus WEIGHTMAN (GB) architects urbanists
Maaskade 97c
3071 NG Rotterdam, Netherlands
silkevolkert@gmx.de